THE ECONOMY OF INDOCHINA
begun in 1927 has finally been completed, and no break has yet
occurred in this network of dykes. The state is now beginning to
enforce the second line of dykes. In the near future Cambodia and
Cochin-China will receive more hydraulic attention. In Annam, work
on a small scale has been undertaken during the last two years, and
it has added amazingly to the productivity of more than 363,000 hectares
of rice-fields. An abundant local kbour supply greatly facilitates such
work.
In forty years the French have built forty times the number of
dykes, at a cost of 42,000,000 piastres (1936), than the Aimamite
government had done, though it prided itself on such work. The
climatic and local conditions generally have created difficulties
the dyke work on the Mississippi and on the Po did not encounter,
and the Tonkinese dykes remain one of the greatest systems in the
world. Despite a heavy initial expense, and the cost of 40,000
in annual upkeep, this work will be more than repaid in time,
Drought is a far more serious problem in Annam and Tonkin
generally realized, because inundations are more sensationally reported.
The extreme variability of the rains makes the harvest in Tonkin an
agonizing problem. A system of methodical irrigation used in Java,
through coders artificially irrigated either by gravity or pumping, has
been very effective in Tonkin. The expense of such work is its
drawback. Though the food output has been undeniably increased by
60 per cent in the irrigated districts, so has the population. Never-
theless, though they may only come out even, such works arc
siastically received by the people. But the natives refuse to pay a
tax for water, preferring ,rather to do without. No private
would consent to undertake the work at such an evident         so it is
but another drain on the state budget. But it is aa	burden.
A poor rice harvest can be survived in the South, but in the more
densely populated North a drought or an
starvation. This type of 'expenditure is far more closely	to the
needs of the population than railways. The Increasing	of
funds allotted to hydraulic engineering in the budgets of the last ten
years show a better appreciation of this reality,
In Tonkin, irrigation is a prime necessity for the June rather
the November rice harvest, There fo inevitably ncract
for the Tonkin situation <is in direct	to	Far
enterprises. The Tonkin delta, though flbf to- all
towards the sea. This Is a very	ia	It

